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A CHRISTOLOGY OF RELIGIONS

Through the lens of Christology, a new approach to the theology of religions.

In his latest book, Gerald O'Collins adopts the person and saving work of Christ (Christology) as the master key for organizing themes commonly treated by theologies of religion. O'Collins seeks to break the current stalemate that widely affects the theology of religions and breathe new life into thinking about the religious "others."

"With his trademark mix of erudition, energy, and clarity, O'Collins makes a case both simple and profound: rather than yet another theology of religions, we need a Christology of religions that draws together the best contemporary thinking on Christ for the sake of reimagining what's possible and fruitful in the Christiati encounter with other faith traditions. O'Collins thus successfully extends the distinguished lineage of Karl Rahner and Jacques Dupuis into our era. Those who study other religions too can be grateful to O'Collins for this mature, sensible benchmark for learning interreligiously while yet in dialogue with the great Catholic tradition."

—Francis X. Clooney, SJ, Harvard University

"Opens up an entirely new field of theological research in which basic Christian beliefs about Christ, such as his death on the cross, his high-priestly ministry, his prayer for 'the others,' and his mediation of revelation are brought to bear on our understanding and appreciation of non-Christian religions. The depth of his theological reflections and the breadth of his scholarship shine through on every page. O'Collins's trade-mark lucid and engaging style makes his book a pleasure to read!"


"This book revitalizes the theology of religions via a long-needed—and surprisingly road-so-far-not-yet-taken-until-now—Christological turn."

—Amos Yong, Fuller Theological Seminary

Gerald O'Collins, SJ, an Australian Jesuit, is currently a research fellow of the University of Divinity (Melbourne) and adjunct professor of the Australian Catholic University (Melbourne). His books include Rethinking Fundamental Theology and Jesus: A Portrait.